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Abstract— Hardware equipments which are also known as external devices are becoming more complicated because they are acting as 
mediator between threats and our Pc’s. Different types of security attacks are cause of these external devices only.  These external devices 
are also referred as compromised machines. Some main attacks they are causing is malware spreading and spamming, using identity and 
also DDoS. Attackers are capable of getting key economic incentive with the help of spamming. This leads to get huge compromised 
machines count. Here we are intended to detect the number of compromised machines that are becoming initiative to spamming 
operations in a network. Such operation is also known as spam zombies. Here we introduced a detection system to find out spam zombie 
operations known as SPOT. These SPOT continuously used to keep eye on data transactions that the messages which are transmitting 
outside of a network. Based upon Sequential Probability Ratio Test SPOT was developed. It is an effective statistical tool. The operations of 
this tool are to find out positive and as well as false negative error rates in a network. Based upon our researches and test study cases 
proven that SPOT is a perfect and extraordinary in detecting compromised machines which are intended to do zombie operations in a 
network automatically. Moreover, SPOT is capable of detecting 95% of compromised machines out of 100. That means accurately it can 
detect almost every spamming activity compromised machines. When compared to various spam zombie detection algorithms SPOT 
performance is unique. Because rest of them are based upon number and percentage of messages which are spammed. But SPOT uses a 
statistical too to detect zombie operations.  So out of various spam detecting algorithms SPOT has a unique nature that keeps it out 
standing in detecting spam zombies. Working and operations wont effect network’s efficiency or any security breaches like identity. 

Index Terms— Warms, Virus, Detecting Virus, Back door messages, Spam, DDoS, SPOT, Network Security, Spam Zombie.   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
ecently for attackers there is a new concern formed that is 
compromised machines in the network. These machines 
are large in count. These machines are becoming initiative 

for the security attacks. Those are of malware spreading and 
spamming, using identity and also DDoS. These machines are 
of two types in nature. These are classified based upon their 
nature of behaving in the Internet. The first type is sheer vol-
ume and next one comes to means second one is widespread. 
There are so many counter attacks to the actions of these ma-
chines but those are less effective so they cannot perform accu-
rate operation on these machines. At the same time identifica-
tion and as well as removing compromised machines is be-
coming key challenge to the admin people in a network. These 
networks may be of any size but it doesn’t matter. In this pa-
per, we introduced a detection system to find out spamming 
operations in a network. Such operation is also known as 
spam zombies Based on researches one thing was observed 
that is these compromised machines are making economic 
incentive which was critical.  
 
It was for the controller’s cause of this huge number of spam-

ming operations is done cause of these compromised ma-
chines. A recent survey finds out that large number of spam-
ming botnets [1] and as well as botnet patterns are from the 
largest email service provider. These were detected based up-
on the spam messages which were used and stored in a net-
work. Detecting compromised machines is better than the de-
tecting spamming botnets in a network while online process is 
going. Because for these spamming botnets origin is compro-
mised machine so reducing these machines is better.  
 
Finding out these compromised machines which were sup-
posed to do spam zombies in a network is a typical procedure. 
Even though previous detecting systems cannot perform these 
operations in a network while transmitting data or based on 
outgoing messages. Our developed detecting system is capa-
ble of find outing these spam zombies in a network efficiently 
and effectively. The previous detecting approaches cannot 
perform its operations in online. So those are lack of require-
ment online detection requirement. There may be threat of 
sequential detection problem. This will rise because of contin-
uously monitoring of the messages which were spammed. In 
this paper, we introduced a spam zombie detection system, 
known as SPOT. These SPOT continuously used to keep eye 
on data transactions that the messages which are transmitting 
outside of a network. by monitoring outgoing messages. Based 
upon Sequential Probability Ratio Test SPOT was developed. 
Wald developed Sequential Probability Ratio Test in his semi-
nal work. This Sequential Probability Ratio Test is a efficient 
statistical tool which is used for couple of things mainly. 
Those things deal with the difference machine are compro-
mised or not. At the same times as the outgoing messages are  
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going sequentially or not.  

Figure 1. Network Model 
 
Sequential Probability Ratio Test number of is a efficient sta-

tistical tool has some features which are desirable. It decreases 
observations count needed to declare a judgment in the group 
of all sequential and non sequential tests which are statistical 
without any error rising.  SPOT detection system is time effi-
cient one also because it can detect the compromised machine in 
less spam when compared to other detecting System. By user-
defined thresholds bounds false positive and negative probabil-
ities which are of SPRT. It is the user’s choice to find out the 
desired thresholds which he wants of SPOT system. These are 
used to keep the false positive and false negative rates control- 
ling in the system. In this paper, accurately SPOT can detect 
almost every spamming activities compromised machines. 
When compared to various spam zombie detection algorithms 
SPOT performance is unique. Because rest of them are based 
upon number and percentage of messages which are spammed. 
But SPOT uses a statistical too to detect zombie operations. 
DBSpam is proxy-based outgoing spam detection system. It 
works based on the packet symmetry property. It cannot be 
used to identify the large number of internal zombies.  The pro-
posed system is to identify all the zombies of the internal net-
work. It can be applied on malware propagation detection. The 
proposed system is Spam Zombie Detection System (SPOT). 

2 SPAM ZOMBIE DETECTION ALGORITHM 
In this section, we will develop three spam zombie detec-

tion algorithms. The first one is SPOT, uses SPRT which is 
known as statistical tool which we have discussed before. The 
impact on SPOT by SPRT parameters were explored in spam 
zombie detection concept. The other two spam zombie detec-
tion algorithms are developed on some of the features as a 
origin. Those are spam messages count and the spam messag-
es percentage of sent from an internal machine, respectively. 

2.1 SPOT Algorithm 
SPOT is designed based on the statistical tool SPRT we dis-
cussed in the last section. Detecting spam zombies in SPOT, 
we consider C1 as a detection and C0 as normality. That is, C1 
is true if the concerned machine is compromised, and C0 is 

true if it is not compromised. In addition, we let Xi = 1 if the I 
th message from the concerned machine in the network is a 
spam, and Xi = 0 otherwise. Recall that SPRT requires four 
configurable parameters from users, namely, the desired false 
positive probability α, the desired false negative probability β, 
the probability that a message is a spam when C1 is true (θ1), 
and the probability that a message is a spam when C0 is true 
(θ0). We discuss how users configure the values of the four 
parameters after we present the SPOT algorithm. Based on the 
user-specified values of α and β, the values of the two bound-
aries A and B of SPRT are computed. In the following, we de-
scribe the SPOT detection algorithm. Algorithm 1 outlines the 
steps of the algorithm. When an outgoing message arrives at 
the SPOT detection system, the sending machine’s IP address 
is recorded, and the message is classified as either spam or 
non spam by the spam filter. For each observed IP address, 
SPOT maintains the logarithm value of the corresponding 
probability ratio ˄n, whose value is updated as message n ar-
rives from the IP address. Based on the relation between ˄n 
and A and B, the algorithm determines if the corresponding 
machine is compromised, normal, or a decision cannot be 
reached and additional observations are needed. 

 
Algorithm 1. SPOT spam zombie detection system 
1: An outgoing message arrives at SPOT 
2: Get IP address of sending machine m 
3: // all following parameters specific to machine m 
4: Let n be the message index 
5: Let Xn =1 if message is spam, Xn = 0 otherwise 
6: if (Xn == 1) then 
7: // spam, 3 
8: ˄n+ = lnθ1/θ2 
9: else 
10: // nonspam 
11: ˄n+ = ln 1-θ1/1-θ2 
12: end if 
13: if (˄n ≥ B) then 
14: Machine m is compromised. Test terminates for m. 
15: else if (˄n ≤A) then 
16: Machine m is normal. Test is reset for m. 
17: ˄n  =0 
18: Test continues with new observations 
19: else 
20: Test continues with an additional observation 
21: end if 

3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
Step 1. Packet Capturing 
Opens the network interface card for incoming packets. Packet 
capturing is a continuous process. Field Extraction (SIP, SP, 
DIP, DP, Protocol) were gathered for each packet. 
Step 2. Session Management 
Each five session parameters are unique. Identifying the ses-
sion relevant packets. Extracts and aggregates to the unique 
sessions. Identify the packets with payloads from all the pack-
ets of the session.  
Step 3. Packet Payload Extraction 
Opens the outbound packet, parses the header by header up to 
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the application payload. Extracts the payload.  
Step 4. Signature Verification 
Signatures should be written to identify the outgoing spam 
mails. Spam signatures on HTTP and SMTP The signatures are 
cross verified to identify the outgoing packets. If the signature 
matches, The SPOT logs the attack and sends to the adminis-
trator. The SPOT detection algorithm is based signature verifi-
cation is done. 
Step 5. Administrator Interface 
Login: Provides the admin to login. Verification of Logs The 
administrator verifies the attacks or spam propagation infor-
mation. Adding of Signatures Administrator can add a signa-
ture to the detection system. Signature Viewing Administrator 
is allowing to modify the existing signatures. Logs provides 
the information about the internal zombies such as (IP, SPAM 
Instance, SignatureID). 

4 RELATED WORK 
We explored related work in this section which was about 
compromised machines detection and reduction. Initially we 
kept focused on using spamming activities to find out bots. 
After that we explained a number of trails in normal botnets 
detecting. From a huge e-mail service provider database, the e-
mail messages collected. And there are these features of 
spamming botnets, botnets size and patterns of botnets. A re-
cent survey finds out that large number of spamming botnets 
and as well as botnet patterns are from the largest email ser-
vice provider. These were detected based upon the spam mes-
sages which were used and stored in a network. These spam-
ming Zombies are done based on spam messages clustering 
into spam campaigns present at the provider with the help of 
near-duplicate content and clustering embedded URLs. How-
ever, for large e-mail service these approaches are suited bet-
ter. And the email providers have to understand the aggregate 
global features of spamming botnets rather than individual 
deployment in networks find out compromised machines. The 
early developed detecting approaches cannot perform its op-
erations in online. So those are lack of requirement online de-
tection requirement We aim to develop a tool that is a perfect 
and extraordinary in detecting compromised machines which 
are intended to do zombie operations in a network automati-
cally. There is a effective tool DB Spam which is used to detect 
activities proxy-based spamming in a network based upon 
packet symmetry property of such activities. We intend to 
identify all types of compromised machines involved in 
spamming, not only the spam proxies that translate and for-
ward upstream non-SMTP into SMTP commands to down-
stream mail servers. In the following, we discuss a few 
schemes on detecting general botnets. Worm is a self propa-
gating program. Worm carries the attack programs from one 
system to the other system in the internet. When a system is 
affected with worm, the system is called as “Zombie”. Worm 
can scan the neighbor systems in the network. It can attack the 
vulnerable systems. The worm can be in the polymorphic na-
ture. It can change its nature to evade the security systems.  
When security system fails to identify the worm propagation 
from internet to the internal network, the worm easily spreads 
in the internal network. When the zombies are created by the 

worm, they try to open “backdoor” (a tiny server program, to 
provide the control to the attacker). The worms that spreads 
through mails, scans the zombie system’s dictionary for the 
email-ids that used by the system user. It sends worm at-
tached email to the email-ids found on the zombie. These can 
be identified only through the outgoing messages from the 
internal network. DBSpam is proxy-based outgoing spam de-
tection system. It works based on the packet symmetry prop-
erty. It cannot be used to identify the large number of internal 
zombies.  
 
BotHunter, developed is used to detect compromised ma-
chines by correlating the IDS dialog trace in a network. It was 
developed based on the observation that a complete malware 
infection process has a number of well-defined stages includ-
ing inbound scanning, exploit usage, egg downloading, out-
bound bot coordination dialog, and outbound attack propaga-
tion. By correlating inbound intrusion alarms with outbound 
communications patterns, BotHunter can detect the potential 
infected machines in a network. Unlike BotHunter which re-
lies on the specifics of the malware infection process, SPOT 
focuses on the economic incentive behind many compromised 
machines and their involvement in spamming. An anomaly-
based detection system named BotSniffer identifies botnets by 
exploring the spatial-temporal behavioral similarity common-
ly observed in botnets. It focuses on IRC-based and HTTP-
based botnets. In BotSniffer, flows are classified into groups 
based on the common server that they connect to. If the flows 
within a group exhibit behavioral similarity, the correspond-
ing hosts involved are detected as being compromised. Bot-
Miner is one of the first botnet detection systems that are both 
protocol and structure independent. In BotMiner, flows are 
classified into groups based on similar communication pat-
terns and similar malicious activity patterns, respectively. The 
intersection of the two groups is considered to be compro-
mised machines. Compared to general botnet detection sys-
tems such as BotHunter, BotSniffer, and BotMiner, SPOT is a 
lightweight compromised machine detection scheme, by ex-
ploring the economic incentives for attackers to recruit the 
large number of compromised machines. As a simple and 
powerful statistical method, Sequential Probability Ratio Test 
has been successfully applied in many areas. In the area of 
networking security, SPRT has been used to detect port scan 
activities, proxy-based spamming activities, anomaly-based 
botnet detection, and MAC protocol misbehavior in wireless 
networks.  

5 RESULTS 
The experiment can be simulated with the help of two differ-
ent systems. One system will act as sender of normal mails 
and spam mails and the other system will act as receiver of 
these mails.  
 
Here in this experiment, we used java program to send spam 
mails as well as normal mails. On the other hand, to capture 
spam mails or normal mails, PERL is used. Perl has an excel-
lent set of packet capturing and analyzing functions. To simu-
late this experiment, we need linux based operating system 
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capable of running Perl with Pcap and Ethernet modules. 
 
The Fig. 2 shows sending of normal and spam mails to the 
linux system. Using Datagram packet class in java.net pack-
age, we will send mails to the other system in the network. 
There are two java files to send mails. The java file nor-
malMail.java is used to send normal mails and spamCli-
ent.java will send spam mails. 
 

 
Figure 2. Java Programs sending normal mail and spam mails 
 
Fig. 3 shows capturing of mails on the linux system. The spam 
capture programs written in perl will capture each and every 
packet received and it will analyze the message and conclude 
if it is backdoor spam message or normal message. 

 

 
Figure 3. Spam capture program displaying a spam mail 

 
 
Fig. 4 shows a normal mail received from the client. Depend-
ing on the characteristics of the mail, a mail will be categorized 
as spam mail or normal mail, when we send a mail using 
normalMail.java program. 
 
Fig. 5 shows analysis of all mails received and stored in a buff-
er. The perl file spot.pl will analyze the characteristics of a 
mail in the buffer. Depending on the characteristics, the mes-
sage will be categorized as normal mail or spam mail. 

 
Figure 4. Spam capture program displaying a normal mail 

 

 
Figure 5. Spam capture program displaying a spam mail 

. 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we introduced a detection system to find out 
spam zombie operations known as SPOT. These SPOT contin-
uously used to keep eye on data transactions that the messag-
es which are transmitting outside of a network. Based upon 
Sequential Probability Ratio Test SPOT was developed. It is a 
effective statistical tool. The operations of this tool are to find 
out positive and as well as false negative error rates in a net-
work. SPOT is effective cause of it decreases the observations 
count to find out spam zombie operations. That means accu-
rately it can detect almost every spamming activities compro-
mised machines. When compared to various spam zombie 
detection algorithms SPOT performance is unique. Because 
rest of them are based upon number and percentage of mes-
sages which are spammed.  The SPOT is an affective system to 
detect the more number of internal zombies. Identifying the 
internal zombies is the major task. The SPOT is used to identi-
fy the spam propagation and malware propagations. 
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